: Overview of the interface showing a list of readings with their fixation counts. Users can select a reading to clean the data or run a prediction on all readings to investigate the gaze pattern associated with a self interruption.
INTRODUCTION
Reading activities such as reading a scientific paper or an article require the reader's attention for a significant period of time. In today's digital era, we often read papers on our computers and it is not uncommon to self-interrupt by going to social media or by simply losing focus and looking away. We define self-interruption as any activity that is initiated by the reader not related to reading.
We envision a reader application that has the ability to trigger adaptive intervention before a self-interruption is about to occur. In order to take steps towards this vision, we need to build a model that is able to predict self-interruptions. Given the established link between eye tracking and cognitive load, we believe eye tracking data can uncover valuable insights to be used as input for our predictor. For an accurate prediction, high quality input data is required. When raw data does not fit the expected quality, automated or manual data cleansing can transform noisy data into valid input.
To collect the required data, we built GaRSILogger, a reader application that connects to an eye tracker. We recorded eye tracking and self-interruption data of several participants using GaRSILogger to read a document of their choice. Our data is collected based on the notion that participants will not self-interrupt when they are in a focused lab setting. Therefore our data is collected in the setting most natural to the participants. They use their own device in a chosen environment. This setting does not allow us to record the self-interruptions of our participants by observation. We rely on the automatic logging we built into GaRSILogger based on our definition of self-interruption.
We developed GaRSIVis to show the participants' data and prediction results to analysts working on a predictor for self-interruptions. Our tool consists of a visualization front-end and a prediction backend containing a fast predictor that can be run repeatedly at the discretion of the analyst with the push of a button. Raw eye-tracking data usually requires some cleaning. With our data, we found it necessary to look at the data quality in detail and trim certain parts manually. We included manual cleansing capabilities in GaRSIVis to enable analysts to refine unfamiliar data iteratively as a human in the loop. Having identified sections with missing or bad data, analysts can mark the selection as invalid and re-run the prediction.
We see our current model as a preliminary step towards creating a more reliable predictor for self-interruptions. We recognize our data cleansing functionality as an instrument to improve input data quality thereby improving the accuracy of our model.
RELATED WORK
Previous studies show that people can experience interruption every four to eight minutes, and about half of them can be selfinterruptions [Czerwinski et al. 2004; González and Mark 2004] . Interruptions during work decrease productivity and affect people's sense of accomplishment [Murphy 2016 ]. Specifically, selfinterruptions have been shown to be more disruptive than external interruptions [Katidioti et al. 2016] .
Work related to eye tracking has grown over the last decade. Eye movement data that shows fixations and saccades can be used to estimate a person's cognitive load [Wang et al. 2014] . Tsai et al. used fixation durations to examine attention and found that an increased cognitive load is likely to cause distraction [Lavie 2010; Tsai et al. 2012] . For this reason, we hypothesize that when readers are cognitively weighed down, they tend to trigger self-interruptions. This prior work only suggests that gaze pattern can be used to indicate distraction but does not propose any visual representation directly connecting the two.
The importance of visualization for a successful analysis of eye tracking data has been confirmed in several different contexts [Sharif et al. 2012; Uwano et al. 2006] . Blascheck et al. show an overview of the existing eye tracking visualization approaches collected from various literatures [Blascheck et al. 2014] . However, these visualizations are typically static, support little interaction, and focus on areas of interest (AOI) that participants look at. In addition, Jo et al. propose a bookmarking tool to help readers resume a reading activity by highlighting the word that the reader last fixated on before getting distracted [Jo et al. 2015] . No prior work has looked for universal patterns associated with self-interruption that apply independent of specific areas of interest.
LOGGING
We gathered eye tracking and self-interruption data by letting participants read research papers of their choice using our logging application, GaRSILogger.
Data
The GaRSILogger log file contains events timestamped at millisecond precision. We grouped fixation events into fixations and calculate saccades. We derived fixation count, fixation duration, saccade length, saccade duration, and saccade angle from these fixations and saccades.
The log also contains events marking a self-interruption. Based on these events we split each session into segments labeled as one of three categories: normal reading, reading before an interruption, and invalid. Time after an interruption is invalid until the next fixation inside the GaRSILogger application.
Sessions are divided into equal chunks and the derived gaze features are used as input to a predictor to be classified as a normal reading or reading before an interruption. Each of these chunks has a ground truth label, a predicted label, and a flag if it was correctly classified.
Implementation
Our logger, GaRSILogger, is an operating system independent PDF viewer application giving participants a user experience comparable with existing viewer applications. The application connects to a Tobii Eye Tracker 4C to capture the participants' fixations and tracks window switches using information provided by the operation system. Window switches that last longer than 10 seconds are considered self-interruptions. Anything below that threshold could originate from a notification pop-up or an accidental key press and is ignored.
After one minute without a participants' gaze in the GaRSILogger window, the participant is asked for a reason providing the choice between "external interruption" and "self-interruption". Only instance where the second option is chosen are considered for further processing. Instances of external interruptions are excluded because they are not guaranteed to present the same characteristics as selfinterruptions and would decrease the precision of a prediction of self-interruptions. 
VISUALIZATION
We propose GaRSIVis to view, clean, and analyze our gathered data.
Interface
The GaRSIVis interface consists of three separate pages: Overview, Data Cleansing, and Prediction Results. The workflow of how analysts navigate between these pages is shown in Figure 2. 4.1.1 Data Overview. We use sparklines, condensed line charts without axes or coordinates, to record fixation count over time (see Figure 1 ). We display fixation count in the Overview since it is the best metric for determining if a portion of data is invalid or not. If the fixation count is zero for a length of time we can conclude that this piece of our data is invalid.
We choose color to encode our three categorical attributes: normal reading (blue), reading before an interruption (green), and invalid (red). For these colors we use light saturation to encode the background of each sparkline. Using red and green can be problematic for accessibility, but there is sufficient luminance difference between the colors to be distinguishable.
Data Cleansing.
To analyze and tag invalid data segments, we have a navigation component from the list of readings to a page where a single reading can be analyzed in more detail (see Figure 3 ). For this we opt for a different view since when cleaning an analyst would only be interested in one specific area, rather than an overview of all data. We utilize the brush and zoom feature for this detailed inspection and manual cleaning annotation. Our brush and zoom feature carries over the same sparklines and color encoding from the Data Overview. This page has a "context" view (bottom), containing the entire reading over time with encodings, as well as a "focus" view (top), a larger display showing the selected region in a zoomed-in detailed view. There are two user interactions that can allow an analyst to zoom in on the reading. First by brushing from the "context" view, and second by zooming in on the "focus" view.
To cleanse data an analyst selects an unwanted area using either of the options mentioned above. Next, by clicking the cut button in the top right corner the analyst marks an unwanted area as invalid, and excludes this portion of the data from further analysis. Figure 4 ). Invalid data chunks are not shown since they are not used by the predictor. Summary statistics for accuracy, precision, and recall across all reading sessions are shown at the top of the page, as is the current chunk size. There is not enough room to show all of the features for all of the sessions, so each reading session can be collapsed or expanded. When collapsed, only the accuracy, precision, and recall statistics are shown. When the session is expanded, there is also a stepline strip for each of the gaze features. Steplines are sparklines, displaying discretized data instead of a continuum.
Prediction Results. The Prediction Results page supports the detailed analysis of the features involved in the prediction (see
Each step corresponds to one chunk of aggregated data. The chunks are based on the timesize value t with a default of 5 seconds. By selecting "chunk size" the analyst can enter a new value to rerun the prediction with chunks of the new size. As the number of chunks before a self-interruption are limited, using a larger value for the length of a chunk changes the ratio of normal reading to reading before an interruption. When the value gets too large however, a chunk tagged as before an interruption contains data that should be considered normal reading. The color coding in the Prediction Results page is consistent with the other two views: we use blue for normal reading chunks and green for chunks before an interruption. In addition, misclassified time chunks are tagged by small tick marks in gold. Invalid data is filtered out in this view, so there is no use of red.
Implementation
This visualization was implemented following a traditional clientserver-architecture. The raw data was preprocessed in multiple steps before being used in the visualization.
The raw data is in the format of events in a log file. We group fixation events into fixations and calculate saccades. An initial chunking and prediction is performed with a default value for t. All preprocessing and prediction steps are done using Python and its prediction library scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al. 2011] .
For our prediction, we use a Logistic Regression classifier. This classifier is simple to configure and fast enough to be run interactively without a long waiting time for the analyst. We perform k-fold cross-validation across participants using one session as test set each time. We chose this type of validation to judge a predictor on its performance to work across participants.
The server uses WebSockets for bidirectional communication enabling the server to run potentially lengthy calculations without concern for a timeout of the HTTP request. The server receives messages with manually marked invalid time sections and new chunk sizes, and asynchronously performs the required computation steps sending push notifications once results are available.
The visualization is implemented as a web application using Angular and following the Material Design guidelines. The sparklines and steplines are rendered as SVG using D3.js [Bostock et al. 2011] .
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The GaRSIVis interface helped us work towards predicting selfinterruption by providing detailed views of a participant's gaze features. A long-term goal for this prediction is designing interventions to prevent self-interruption from happening in order to increase readers' productivity.
The strength of our work lies in including data cleansing and prediction result analysis in one interactive application. The predicted labels are shown against the gaze features used as input to the predictor allowing for better understanding of feature values associated with self-interruption. We not only show analysts the prediction results, but also keep the analyst in the loop by letting them examine the data quality and run the prediction on what they believe is "good" data. We believe this enhances the credibility of our system.
Our predictor shows the path towards finding a model that predicts self-interruptions. Future work could focus on improving the model, by using the insights gathered by our visualization. We would consider feature selection and evaluating more advanced classification approaches.
Additionally, even though we believe that the manual data cleaning component is a strength of our system, a certain degree of automatic cleaning needs to be added so that analysts do not feel overwhelmed. In future work, we would be interested to incorporate more intelligent automated cleaning to reduce the amount of manual annotation.
CONCLUSIONS
We propose GaRSIVis, an interactive visualization for eye tracking data towards understanding the gaze pattern related to selfinterruption. We collected gaze data during reading activities alongside tagged self-interruptions using GaRSILogger. This collected data was used as an input to a preliminary prediction. The visualization of the prediction results allows analysts to analyze gaze related features associated with self-interruption. To improve data quality and therefore the prediction, we also provide interactive cleansing capabilities that allow analysts to mark unwanted areas of the data as invalid. Hence, GaRSIVis offers a comprehensible way of understanding self-interruption from gaze related features.
